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The erosion rate of a Hall thruster was estimated with the objective of building a real-time erosion
rate monitoring system using a 1 kW class anode layer type Hall thruster. This system aids the
understanding of the tradeoff between lifetime and performance. To estimate the flux of the
sputtered wall material, the number density of the sputtered iron was measured by laser absorption
spectroscopy using an absorption line from ground atomic iron at 371.9935 nm. An ultraviolet
AlxInyGa共1−x−y兲N diode laser was used as the probe. The estimated number density of iron was
1.1⫻ 1016 m−3, which is reasonable when compared with that measured by duration erosion tests.
The relation between estimated erosion rate and magnetic flux density also agreed with that
measured by duration erosion tests. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2001630兴

I. INTRODUCTION

Hall thrusters show considerable promise for satellite
station keeping and orbit transfer applications1,2 since they
offer an attractive combination of high thrust efficiency,
exceeding 50%, with a specific impulse range of
1000– 3000 s and a higher ion beam density than ion thrusters. This is because Hall thrusters are not space charge
limited.3
Several types of Hall thrusters are available, but they can
be categorized into two general groups: namely, the anode
layer type and the magnetic layer type.4,5 One of the former
type is the thruster with anode layer 共TAL兲, which has been
developed in Russia.6,7 This thruster has a narrow acceleration zone for reducing the loss of ions and electrons due to
collisions with the walls.8,9 It has a conducting wall maintained at the cathode potential, and its acceleration channel
length is shorter than its channel width.10 The electron temperature of this type is higher than that of the other because
there are no electron energy losses to the cathode potential
wall.5 The wall, or guard ring, protects the magnetic poles
from ion bombardment. It is made of highly resistive materials against sputtering ions, such as pyrolitic graphite or
stainless steel.11 The short acceleration length and the highly
resistive material will give the thruster the potential to have a
longer lifetime than that which has been displayed by stationary plasma thrusters 共SPTs兲.9
Lifetime is one of the most significant performance cri0034-6748/2005/76共8兲/083111/4/$22.50

teria for electric propulsion systems. There have been many
studies on the lifetime of Hall thrusters, including endurance
tests12,13 and erosion measurements.10,14 These studies show
that the erosion of the acceleration channel wall is the main
factor limiting the lifetime of the Hall thruster and that the
erosion depends on operating condition, magnetic field configuration, wall material, anode configuration, and channel
geometry. Understanding this dependence is essential for the
practical application of Hall thrusters. It is not, however,
practicable to validate the lifetime at each condition by
means of typical wear tests because of the huge costs in time
and money. Therefore, the measurement of the erosion rate
by Laser Absorption Spectroscopy15,16 is proposed. LAS has
many advantages: 共i兲 it could provide real-time monitoring
of the erosion rate, 共ii兲 it is a nonintrusive optical method for
measuring the properties of plasmas, and 共iii兲 it does not
require absolute calibration, though a calibrated light source
or a density reference cell is used in laser-induced fluorescence or emission spectroscopy,17,18 since the number density of the absorbing atom can be deduced from the absorption profile of atomic lines in LAS. In addition, using an
ultraviolet diode laser, it can measure the number density of
the ground state of Fe directly without a large, expensive
laser.
The purpose of this study is to validate this measurement
technique in order to build a system for the real-time measurement of erosion rate by laser absorption spectroscopy.
The anode layer type Hall thruster was used because the
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TABLE I. Thruster operating conditions.

FIG. 1. Grotrian diagram of Fe I.

relation between thruster design and lifetime is not yet understood. This study contributes to the understanding of the
tradeoff between lifetime and performance.
II. LASER ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY

The number density of sputtered iron from thruster acceleration walls was measured, since stainless steel is generally used for the acceleration channels of anode layer type
Hall thrusters. Though stainless steel consists of Fe, Cr, and
Ni, among other factors, the ratio of sputtered iron to eroded
products is assumed to be equal to the chemical composition
of it. The number density of Fe is estimated using the absorption line from ground state, as shown in Fig. 1.
The number density of the ground state ng is related to
the integrated absorption coefficient K as
K=

冕

⬁

k d =

−⬁

冋 冉 冊册

c2 1 ge
⌬Ege
Aegng 1 − exp −
2
 8 gg
kTex

. 共1兲

Here, k is the absorption coefficient at the frequency of , g
is the statistical weight, the subscripts g and e denote the
ground and excited states, ⌬E is the energy gap, and A is the
Einstein coefficient. At 371.9935 nm, gg = 9, ge = 11, ⌬Ege
= 3.33 eV, and Aeg = 1.62⫻ 107 s−1.19
III. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
A. Thruster

Figure 2 shows a cross section of a 1 kW class anode
layer type Hall thruster.20 The inner and outer diameter of the
acceleration channel are 48 mm and 62 mm, respectively.
The outer diameter, out, can be changed to 72 mm. A solenoidal coil at the center of the thruster creates a radial magnetic field in the acceleration channel. No outer coil is used,
so that the magnetic field distribution is kept uniform along
the azimuthal direction. The magnetic field distribution along
the channel median is almost uniform in the short acceleration channel. Magnetic flux density is maximized on the in-

FIG. 2. Cross section of the anode layer type Hall thruster developed at the
University of Tokyo.

Mass flow rate anode

Cathode

Facility backpressure

2.72 mg/ s 共±0.05 mg/ s兲
4.08 mg/ s 共±0.05 mg/ s兲

0.27 mg/ s 共±0.02 mg/ s兲
0.27 mg/ s 共±0.02 mg/ s兲

5.3⫻ 10−3 Pa
7.5⫻ 10−3 Pa

ner wall and decreases with radius, since the magnetic flux is
constant. Guard rings are made of stainless steel 共SUS304兲.
The separation between the guard ring and the anode is
1 mm. The thruster has a hollow annular anode, which consists of two cylindrical rings, with a propellant gas fed
through them. The width of the hollow anode is 3 mm
共out = 62 mm兲 or 8 mm 共out = 72 mm兲, and the gap between
the tip of the anode and the exit of the acceleration channel is
fixed at 3 mm. The thruster operating conditions and facility
backpressure are shown in Table I.
High-purity 共99.999% pure兲 xenon gas was used as the
propellant. Thermal mass flow controllers 共Kofloc, 3610兲 are
used. A hollow cathode 共Ion Tech HC-252兲 was used as the
electron source.
B. Vacuum chamber

A vacuum chamber of 2 m diameter by 3 m length was
used in the experiments. The pumping system consists of a
diffusion pump, a mechanical booster pump, and two rotary
pumps. The chamber was made of 316 stainless steel. The
effect of iron eroded from the chamber wall can be neglected. Since the thruster is set at far field from the chamber
wall, eroded atoms that come to the measurement region
from the chamber wall are 1% less than that from the
thruster.
C. Experimental apparatus and conditions

A schematic of the measurement system is shown in
Fig. 3. An ultraviolet diode laser AlxInyGa共1−x−y兲N 共Nichia,
NDHU200APAE2兲21 was used as a probe. The frequency
was swept by current modulation, at a modulation width of
8 GHz. An optical chopper 共Stanford Research Systems,
SR540兲 and a lock-in amplifier 共Stanford Research Systems,
SR510兲 were used for elimination of plasma emission. The
laser beam was divided in two by a beam splitter. One beam
was detected by an optical spectrum analyzer 共Advantest,
Q8347兲 for the measurement of the frequency. Its resolution
was 1 GHz. The other beam was used as a probe, passing in
front of the thruster and being detected by a photodetector
共Thorlabs, DET110/M兲. The laser beam was passed as shown
in Fig. 4 for the enhancement of sensitivity.

FIG. 3. Schematic of measurement system.
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FIG. 4. Photograph of Hall thruster operation.

A monochromator 共Hamamatsu Photonics, PMA-50兲
was used for the simultaneous measurement of the electron
excitation temperature. The grating was 2400 grooves/ mm
and the dispersion was 0.02 nm/ ch. The wavelength resolution was 0.05 nm.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are spectra that are not used for the measurement
since this laser diode has multiple longitudinal modes, as
shown in Fig. 5. The linewidth of the laser was less than
1 GHz, which is the maximum resolution of the optical spectrum analyzer. Although lasers with multiple longitudinal
modes are not adequate for laser absorption spectroscopy,
there is no ultraviolet laser diode with a single longitudinal
mode. In addition, there was, at the time of the experiment,
no available ultraviolet laser diode with an external cavity,
because of the difficulty of applying antireflective coating.
Thus, this laser was used with compensation, that is, the
intensity of the absorption line was estimated by normalization of the laser intensity from the spectral distribution, since
the photodetector detects the intensity of all the spectra. Figure 6 shows the ratio of the target spectrum to all spectra. It
was almost constant, 0.14, during frequency modulation.
Figure 7 shows the compensated absorption profile for
operational conditions of out = 62 mm, Vd = 400 V, ṁ
= 2.72 mg/ s, and Br = 0.034 T. Here, out is the outer diameter of the acceleration channel, Vd is the discharge voltage,
ṁ is the mass flow rate, and Br is the magnetic flux density at
the channel median. The electron excitation temperature was
0.35 eV based on the Boltzmann plot for Fe I, as shown in
Fig. 8. The transition data for this measurement are shown in
Table II, as quoted from the NIST database.19 Thus, stimulated emission can be neglected, since ⌬Ege / kTex = 9.43⬎ 1.

FIG. 5. Spectrum of ultraviolet laser diode at I f = 53.2 mA.

FIG. 6. Ratio of target spectrum to all the spectra.

The optical path length is assumed to be the crossing distance of the laser beam in front of the acceleration channel,
or 0.078 m. The number density of Fe was estimated to be
1.1⫻ 1016 m−3, since the number density of the ground state
of Fe I would be almost equal to that of Fe as a result of the
low electron excitation temperature.
The erosion rate for these conditions was estimated to be
about 0.06 g/h from the experimental results of the wear
lifetime test of this thruster.22 If we compensate for differences in operating conditions, discharge voltage, and the
sputter yield of copper and stainless steel, we arrive at 0.28
g/h. Considering that SUS304 consists of 74% Fe, and half
of the sputtered iron is assumed to leave from the thruster,
the sputtering rate was estimated as
ṁSUS = 2 ⫻

1
SM FeNFeVFe = 0.06 g/h.
0.74

共2兲

This erosion rate is equal to 0.06 g/h, thus the average velocity of the Fe atoms, VFe was estimated as
VFe =

0.74
ṁSUS
⫻
= 2.6 ⫻ 103 m/s.
2
SM FeNFe

共3兲

This value is reasonable, since the sputtered atoms can be
assumed to have about 1% of the energy of a sputtering
ion,23 or
VFe =

冑

2eEXe ⫻ 0.01
⬇ 3.5 ⫻ 103 m/s.
M Fe

共4兲

Next, the dependence of the erosion rate on operational
conditions was investigated. Unfortunately, the measurement
absorption rate is too small to discriminate among various
conditions. Thus, the probe beam was not detected by the

FIG. 7. Absorption profile of target spectrum.
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FIG. 8. Boltzmann plot for Fe I.

FIG. 10. Relation between erosion rate and magnetic flux density.

TABLE II. Transition data for Fe I.
Wavelength 共nm兲

Ek 共eV兲

Aki 108 s−1

gi – gk

371.99
373.49
373.71
382.04
385.99

3.33
4.18
3.36
4.1
3.21

0.16
0.9
0.14
0.67
0.1

9–11
11–11
7–9
11–9
9–9

photodetector but by the optical spectrum analyzer. This can
detect only the intensity of the target spectra, and its resolution is less than that of the photodetector.
The outer diameter of the thruster was changed to
72 mm for the enhancement of sensitivity. That is, in order to
increase the absorption rate, the optical path length was increased from 0.078 to 0.107 m. Figure 9 shows the relation
between the estimated erosion rate of the guard rings and the
magnetic flux density. The average velocity of sputtered iron
was estimated as in Eq. 共4兲. The erosion rate decreased with
magnetic flux density, though beyond the critical magnetic
flux density, it increased slightly with magnetic flux density.
This result agreed with that of duration erosion tests.22 That
is, the erosion rate by means of duration erosion tests also
decreased with magnetic flux density, and beyond the critical
magnetic flux density, it increased slightly, as shown in
Fig. 10.
The above results prove the possibility of a nonintrusive
real-time erosion rate monitoring system for electric propul-

FIG. 9. Relation between erosion rate and magnetic flux density.

sion. Though this system is not strictly real-time erosion rate
monitoring, it will enable us to understand the dependence of
lifetime on operating conditions or thruster design without
the need for lengthy tests.
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